The challenge of local party brand differentiation
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ABSTRACT

In the USA, the two major parties put great effort into defining their national brands by publishing platforms, engaging social media, and so on. Given the immense regional differences in American politics and culture, however, these national brands are unsurprisingly more popular in some places than others. Local Republican and Democratic parties therefore have incentives to develop their own local brands, distinct from the national party’s. The best known case of local brand differentiation occurred among Southern Democrats in the late 20th century. As this research shows, however, local party brand differentiation efforts continue today, and under predictable circumstances: Local parties are more likely to pursue brand differentiation efforts the less popular they are locally, assuming they can muster the resources to do so. Unfortunately for local party leaders, though, the incentive to pursue a local brand differentiation strategy rises even as the ability to do so falls.

© 2016 Western Social Science Association. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Republican and Democratic parties write platforms, maintain social media profiles, run advertisements, and take other actions to define their national “brands.” However, political cleavages differ so much from place to place that local Republican and Democratic parties sometimes have incentives to differentiate themselves with their own local brands. In American politics, the most familiar example of local branding remains the decades-long differentiation between Southern Democrats and national Democrats during the post-WWII realignment. Some local Republican and Democratic parties have their own written platform, separate from the national platforms; a substantial minority of county-level parties do the same. Other local branding efforts, such as maintaining a local party website, are even more common. It is puzzling that so many state and county party organizations would pursue these costly efforts rather than free ride on the national party brand.

This article identifies two variables that help explain why some local party organizations pursue branding efforts independent of—and often conflicting with—the national party’s. The first concerns incentives, while the second concerns resources. (To increase observations and variance, this article focuses on county-level parties.) First, county parties have a greater incentive to differentiate themselves when the national party is locally unpopular. Indeed, it appears that county-level party organization building efforts are more about differentiating the local party from its national coalition than about differentiating it from its local opponent. Second, county parties are more likely to pursue local branding efforts as their membership resources grow; a larger membership base generally implies a deeper leadership pool from which to draft an active county chair and leadership team, allowing the county party to overcome the resource costs inherent in drafting a platform, maintaining an online presence, or otherwise pursuing a local
branding strategy. Unfortunately for county party chairs, these two factors often work against each other. In areas where a local brand would most help local Republicans (or Democrats) win office, local parties often lack the necessary resources. This, then, is the challenge of local party brand differentiation: Those who need differentiation the most find it hardest to obtain. These results highlight the need for renewed attention to local party brand differentiation in the post-realignment era.

2. Theory

Every four years, the Republican and Democratic parties update their national platforms. Because the two major parties dominate electoral competition in every part of the United States, their platforms serve as a written reminder of the fundamental disagreements that drive American political dialog. They also foster national brand reputations for both major parties—presumably so that a voter who moves from Kentucky to Massachusetts can have some confidence that Democrats and Republicans represent roughly the same coalitions in her new state as her old one. In practice, of course, Kentucky Republicans differ markedly from Massachusetts Republicans (Shor & McCarty, 2011). The regional differences within each party go beyond simple movement along a left-right ideological continuum, though (Gelman, Park, Shor, & Cortina, 2009). A lengthy literature has shown that American politics divide around entirely different cleavages from one state to the next, whether for reasons of political culture (Elazar, 1966), issue salience (Brown, 1995), racial-ethnic composition (Hero & Tolbert, 1996), class composition (Hill & Leighly, 1992), or ideology (Carsey & Harden, 2010).

Despite these profound differences, electoral forces drive diverse voters into only two national parties. The first-past-the-post electoral rules prevalent in most of the country prevent local multiparty systems from emerging (Cox, 1997; Duverger, 1954). Of course, nothing about this phenomenon demands that the same two parties dominate in every state or even in every county (Cox, 1999). Given the marked political differences between Utah and New York, between Alabama and Oregon, and even between coastal and inland California (Douzet, Kousser, & Miller, 2008), we might marvel that the same two parties compete throughout the United States. Yet two major forces—fiscal centralization (Chhibber & Kollman, 1998) and the supreme importance of presidential elections (Hicken & Stoll, 2011)—interact with the nation’s first-past-the-post electoral rules to ensure that the two national parties will also be every county’s two local parties (Bowler, Grofman, & Blais, 2009; Cox, 1999).

These dynamics create strange bedfellows. Consider Utah’s conservative Utah County and California’s liberal Santa Cruz County. In 2008, John McCain won 78% of the presidential vote in Utah County, while Barack Obama won 78% of the vote in Santa Cruz County.1 In 2010, Republicans won every statewide, Congressional, and legis-}

---

1 In the national sample discussed below, 9.6% of counties had a 2008 vote at least as lopsided as these two.

2 Data drawn from the 2012 Cooperative Congressional Election Survey. Santa Cruz County supplemented with respondents from adjacent (and politically similar) San Mateo County. Having permissive views on abortion or supporting action against climate change means choosing one of the two more liberal options out of four offered.

3 This remains as true today as during George Wallace’s failed 1968 presidential bid. Nationally, the median vote share for minor party state legislative candidates between 1967 and 2003 was a paltry 2.2%. For inde-
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